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Abstract—This paper describes the design and development of a smart artifact called “Interactive Mirror” for smart home users. The idea is to transform a normal mirror into an intelligent artifact by embedding various technologies to support users in their daily activities. This paper explains the state of the art technologies for building the intelligent mirror. It identifies the user using facial recognition technique and provides services such as recognizing emotions, progress representation of measured health parameters, height identification, identify garments, suggest garments with suitable color, and reminds important events. The prototype is developed, and demonstrated in ubiquitous computing laboratory. The algorithms are being tested in the deployed environment and the results are discussed in detail in this paper. Initial user studies indicated a high appeal of the Interactive Mirror features.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A home environment consists of variety of devices and there exists huge information due to technology advancements. An effort towards ubiquitous computing is to intelligently collect or sense the information from the environment and make it smarter. Nowadays, not only the computers but also any devices like mobile phone, PDAs, tablets have network connectivity and offer various intelligent services to us. The devices used in our daily life can be made smart enough to assist the smart home users. In general, people normally spend considerable time in front of mirror and it has been considered as an ideal artifact for embedding intelligence for demonstrating proposed interactive mirror concept. The general approach is to extract information about the scene using computer vision, and use this information to update a scene model to be rendered using computer graphics.

An effort towards this results in the development of an interactive mirror [1], which augments a normal mirror with intelligence and provides value added services. To identify the user, we propose to utilize facial recognition technology since it is a non contact based recognition method. The mirror assists the individuals in aiding a healthier lifestyle by providing feedback on the measurement of basic health parameters. The user’s garments are identified using RFID technology and its details/descriptions are displayed in the mirror. The mirror also guides user in selecting a suitable garment color according to their skin color. The system has been designed, developed, and deployed in ubiquitous research lab.

The contributions of this paper are: 1) conceptualization, design and development of interactive mirror prototype. 2) Emotion Recognition. 3) Human height identification using image processing technique. 4) Garment Identification using RFID technology. 5) Guidance in selecting suitable garment based on skin color. 6) Accuracy improvements of image processing modules.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly comments on some related work. The system and functional overview are described in Section III and IV respectively. Section V presents implementation details of the prototype. The experimental results are discussed in Section VI. Conclusion and future work are given in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In several investigations, smart homes have been developed by combining monitor and mirror systems. The AwareMirror [2] is an augmented display that is placed in the bathroom for presenting personalized information to the user. It detects the person’s position using proximity sensor and identify using RFID tag embedded in toothbrush. It provides useful information such as closest schedule, transportation information, and the weather forecast. The mirror is constructed by attaching an acrylic board in front of a monitor. Using tooth brush as a tool for identification might not produce accurate results since it needs to be replaced more frequently and tagged properly. This paper uses face recognition technique, a biometric identification system for person identification.

The Memory Mirror [3], developed at the Everyday Computing Lab, aims at helping people remember tasks that have to be repeated. It uses a camera and face-recognition software to identify different users in a home. The drugs are tagged with RFID tags and readers to locate and keep track of drug usage. It alerts consumers if they have taken the wrong bottle or if it is the right bottle at the wrong time. Besides, the cabinet enables patients to monitor blood pressure, heart rate and cholesterol levels, and share this information with their doctor via the Internet. The cabinet also provides a trend chart, and if this one shows a problem
tendency, the system will suggest the user to make an appointment with their doctor. The drug usage factor heavily depends on RFID technology and all items need to be tagged properly. The proposed system facilitates users to set reminders. When user comes in front of the mirror, he/she will be reminded. In our system, user needs to set reminders, which will be reminded by the mirror when they use the system.

A mirror that detects and analyzes a human behavior, is demonstrated under persuasive mirror [4]. It makes use of behavioral data in order to provide its user with continuous visual feedback on their behavior. A mirror that provides a natural means of interaction through which the residents can control the household smart appliances and access personalized services is described in [5]. It uses face recognition to authenticate the user and provides widget based interface to access data feeds and other services. Tomoki Hayashi, Hideaki Uchiyama, Julien Pilet and Hideo Saito proposed an Interactive Digital Mirror [6], which captures the ambient light with a camera, extract information about the scene, and display appropriate information to the user, combining real-time computer vision systems with realistic computer graphic. The computer vision routine includes human face detection, tracking and 3D head pose estimation.

Philips research lab demonstrated an Intelligent Bathroom Mirror [7], which supports people need and enable people with new possibilities in the daily use of the bathroom space. It comprises two display mirrors connected to the PC having Internet access, a TV tuner, a wirelessly connected electric toothbrush, a weight and height sensors and two video cameras. It provides personalized services according to the user's preferences such as children can watch their favorite cartoon while brushing their teeth, provide live TV feeds, monitor the latest weather, check the traffic information, provides health information and so on. Personnel recognition has been proposed by using weight, height, etc. Two methods of interaction without physically touching the mirror have been demonstrated. The bathroom lighting comprise of 50 light sources of different kind. Various light sources have been used, which generates light of different color and temperature. Similar to this intelligent mirror, [8] presents i-mirror, which attempts to create an interactive information environment within a mirror interface in a natural way. A special optical system is designed using ac camera, a projector, mirror and a screen to bring a mirror like interface. The three main characteristic of i-mirror are: it shows images in dark, younger/older views of a person and memory to playback the older scenes. The mirror records the scene, which may lead to privacy issues.

A Magic mirror [9] can function like a good friend who listens to the user’s questions and automatically responds to their request. It is an interactive multimedia mirror system, which includes speech recognition, speech synthesis, face detection/modified/recognition, 3D virtual genius, hidden LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) mirror, and camera, performs simple syndication to capture information about peripherals and network connections. It can detect an user’s feeling based on speech and image recognition features to select the appropriate music and speech to alter the user’s mood. Our interactive mirror is also an intelligent mirror, which recognizes the user’s mood and attempts to assist the user in leading a healthier lifestyle by providing feedback on measured health parameters.

One of the main usages of mirror is to see how we look like in particular attire? Ching-I Cheng and Damon Shing-Min Liu developed an Intelligent Dressing Advice System [10] to help women choose correct attire for attending a specific occasion. Fuzzy logic rules were used to search good matches in the garment database and showing the matched results. Our application analyzes the skin color of the user and suggests a suitable list of garments based on both the color parameter and occasions to wear.

In comparison with the other works described above, our work is different in that we aim to develop a system for assisting smart home users in their daily activities such as selecting suitable garment, recognizing emotions, and represents the progress in health parameters. The normal mirror is transformed into a smart device by preserving its metaphor in addition to embedding technologies.

III. System Overview

The Interactive Mirror [1] shown in Figure 1 comprises of a LCD display placed behind a dielectric coated mirror, a camera, a weight measurement platform, and a RFID reader.

![Figure 1. Engineering of Interactive Mirror](image-url)
are connected to the system for identifying the tags attached with the garments.

IV. FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW

The system has the following functionalities, as shown in Figure 2.

A. Person Identification

Recognizing the user is the first step towards providing personalized services. The system recognizes the user using face recognition technique.

B. Health Information Services

The users can measure their health parameters such as weight, height, BMI (Body Mass Index) and BMR (Basal Metabolic Rate) daily with the help of mirror. The system maintains a health database and analyzes the progress of health parameters over the recent days and displayed to the user in the form of 3D graph.

C. Clothing advisor

The mirror assists the user in selecting a suitable garment for a particular occasion out of users garment. It also suggests suitable dress colors based on their skin color.

D. Recognize emotion

The emotion of the person is recognized using image processing technique. The emotions like Happy, Sad, Surprise and Normal are identified.

E. Reminder assistance

The important messages and reminders are displayed to the recognized users like bill payments, tour plans, meeting schedule, etc. The user needs to set reminders with the help of a GUI (Graphical User Interface).

V. PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

The prototype is developed using various technologies and tools such as: face recognition, emotion recognition, RFID, PostgreSQL and java programming language. The mirror uses a display with a camera and a weighing platform for user identification and providing personalized services in smart home environment. The system comprises of the following modules: Face recognition, Emotion Recognition, Health Progress Representation, Garment Identification and Suggestion and other features.

A. Face Recognition

The mirror identifies the person using face recognition technique. When the user starts using the system, the camera triggers ON and captures the image in front of it. The image contrast is improved by histogram equalization technique before processing by face recognition module.

Naturally, human identifies and recognizes the face based on the characteristics of facial features such as eyes, nose, mouth, and lips. Same process is followed in image processing routines for person identification. The steps involved in face recognition module are shown in Figure 3. The first step is to find faces in an image called as face detection. There exist many techniques such as viola-jones face detection, skin color based detection, LBP (Local Binary Patterns), AdaBoost, facial geometry [11], etc. We adopted viola-jones face detection algorithm [12] for our system since it is the most adopted algorithm for face detection in real time. The algorithm has high detection speed with relatively high detection accuracy. It is an especially successful method [13] with very less false positive rate.

This method makes use of HAAR features, which describes the properties common to human face. The basic principle of the Viola-Jones algorithm [14] is to scan an input image using a sub-window capable of detecting faces. The sub window looks for Haar like features in the image. The standard image processing approach would be to rescale the input image to different sizes and then run the fixed size detector through these images. This approach is a time consuming due to the calculation of the different size images. Here, the detector is rescaled instead of the input image and run the detector many times through the image (each time with a different size). There exists an enormous amount of such features in a sub image. Among all these features few are expected to give almost consistently high values when on top of a face. In order to find these features Viola-Jones uses a modified version of the AdaBoost algorithm [14] developed by Freund and Schapire in 1996. AdaBoost is a machine learning boosting algorithm capable of constructing...
a strong each containing a strong classifier. The job of each stage is to determine whether a given sub-window is definitely not a face or maybe face. When a sub-window is classified to be a non-face by a given stage it is immediately discarded. Conversely, a sub-window classified as maybe-face is passed on to the next stage in the cascade. It follows that the more stages a given sub-window passes, the higher the chance of sub-window contains a face. A window that passes through all classifiers is classified as face image.

Prior to face recognition, the detected face image has to be pre-processed to remove the background pixels other than the facial features. The detected face image will have few background pixels such as hair pixels other than the facial features. This may affect the recognition accuracy. In order to remove these pixels from consideration, we used ellipse fitting procedure for segmenting facial features region alone from others pixels. We created an elliptical mask (shown in Figure 4a) that has a pixel value of 0 in the region where we are interested in and 1 elsewhere. The mask is bitwise ORed with the detected face image (shown in Figure 4b) to segment the interested region of the face image from other pixels. The segmented image (shown in Figure 4c) having facial features is an input for the face recognition module.

Figure 4. a) Elliptical Mask b) Detected face c) Segmented face image

The next step is face recognition, which is the process of telling whose face is this? There exist a lot of algorithms and methods for recognizing human faces [15]. We were using eigen face recognition [16][17][18] technique, which is one of the global feature based approach. The Eigen face approach has the following advantages and limitations [19] over other methods:

Advantages:
- Recognition is simple, efficient and easy to implement
- No knowledge of geometry or special feature of the face is required
- Little preprocessing work

Limitations:
- Sensitive to scale, pose and illumination variation
- Suitable only for frontal face images
- Good performance under controlled background.

The system is designed for smart home environment where the background and lighting may not change frequently. Based on this consideration, we adopted eigen face approach for our system. The steps involved in eigen face recognition algorithm are described below. The face objects such as eyes, nose and mouth and its relative distances between these object forms the characteristic features of a face image. These characteristics features are called eigenfaces or principal components. These principal components are identified using a mathematical tool called PCA (Principal Component Analysis). By means of PCA, each original image of the training set is transformed into a corresponding eigenface. An important feature of PCA is that one can reconstruct any original image from the training set by combining the eigenfaces. The original image can be reconstructed with the weighted sum of all eigen faces. This weight specifies to what degree the specific feature (eigenface) is present in the original image. Based on the weights, the face images are grouped into classes. The weight vectors for the training and test images are calculated in training and testing phase respectively. For classification, compute the average distance measure between the training and test image weight vectors using distance measure techniques. The least distance measure is compared against the threshold values $t_1$ and $t_2$ to classify the test image as known or unknown person. The details about choosing the threshold values and criteria for classification are described in detail under results section.

B. Emotion Recognition

Facial Expression is an inevitable factor in analyzing the emotion of a person. K-nearest neighbor algorithm is used for classifying the input images into four facial expression happy, sad, normal, and surprise. Human Emotions are the most valuable aspects of human life. By the analysis of facial expression and emotional aspect of person, the interactive mirror detects the emotion of a person. The emotional analysis data is recorded for a period of time (say 1 year or 1 month) can be used to identify the mental state of the person such us conditions like depression, fear and enthusiastic factors of user. If required, the details are provided to a doctor. This will be helpful also for depression monitoring of patients.

The camera mounted on the top of the mirror captures the user’s image. The captured image is passed through the face detection process to detect and segment the face image. The detected face image will be given as an input to the preprocessor module of facial expression recognition algorithm. The mouth and eyes play an important role in determining or extracting user’s emotion. We have extracted mouth features for classifying the expression.

There exist various methods for extracting the facial features [20][21][22][23][24]. The emotion recognition framework based on video sequences and the challenges involved in it are discussed in [25]. The experiments show that the proposed facial expression recognition framework yields relatively little degradation in recognition rate, when faces are partially occluded, or under a variety of levels of noise introduced at the feature tracker level.

Different training and classification methods are being analyzed, which includes Support Vector Machines, Hidden Markov Models, Bayes Classifiers. [26] tells about six classification methods used for facial expression recognition using the above algorithms. The image processing techniques like PCA, LFA (Local Feature Analysis), ICA
(Independent Component Analysis), or FLD (Fisher's Linear Discriminant) are some of the methods used for feature extraction. Lucas-Kanade tracking algorithm for tracking eyebrows and cheeks, canny edge detector for detection of wrinkles are used in preprocessing steps. Approach in [27] describes about using topological mask and similarity measurement for classification of facial expression. Approach in [28] calculates difference image sequence by subtracting the pixel value at the same position (x,y) from video image sequences of adjacent frames and makes use of hidden markov model for classification of facial expression. Approach in [29] creates active appearance model in the form of 2D or 3D mesh of the training sample images and uses the algorithms nearest neighbor and support vector machine for classification of expression. Approach in [30] also extracts 2D images from 3D image sequences and uses the algorithms combined k Nearest Neighbor/rule-based classifier and SNoW (Sparse Network of Winnows) classifier for training and expression classification. Approach in [31] uses SVM (Support Vector Machine) for classification of facial expression for images from video sequences. Approach in [32] uses Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes Classifier.

The popular databases used in the above experiments include Yale database [33], Cohn-Kanade database (video image sequences) [34], MMI –Facial Expression Database [35], The JAFEE (JApanese Female Facial Expression JAFFE) Database [36].

Facial Action Coding System [37] is a widely used method for encoding facial expression based on contraction of facial muscles. It was developed by Paul Ekman and W.V. Friesen in 1970s.

**Figure 5.** Mouth Feature Extraction.

The steps involved in extracting the mouth features are shown in Figure 5.

1) **Preprocessor**

The preprocessor takes the input image from the face detection module. From the face image, the mouth region is segmented in order to extract the mouth features. Based on facial geometry property, the mouth region is segmented.

2) **Dynamic Threshold Analysis Phase**

In the dynamic threshold analysis phase, the segmented mouth image is converted into binary image. Determining the proper threshold value for thresholding an image is too complex. The threshold value for accurate and legible extraction for binary facial images may vary depending on various environmental factors like illumination, the deviation from camera where the person is standing, the facial color of person etc. of the input facial image. To resolve this issue, the dynamic threshold analysis module calculates the mouth segment pixel density factor. Mouth segment pixel density factor is the number of black pixels in the segmented binary mouth image. From our observation, the value of 100 and 230 for mouth segment pixel density factor is the apt for accurate extraction.

Dynamic binary image selection is the method used by the dynamic threshold analysis module. The input image should be threshold with a random threshold value (T) to obtain a binary facial image. Dynamic threshold analysis module calculates the mouth segment density factor of the binary image. If the mouth segment pixel density factor is less than 100, the thresholding process should be repeated with a new threshold value of \( T_1 = T + 10 \), else if the mouth segment pixel density factor is greater than 230, the thresholding process is repeated for the new threshold value of \( T_2 = T - 10 \). The above thresholding process is repeated with new value of \( T = T_1 \) until the MSPDF (Mouth Segment Pixel Density Factor) reaches a saturation, i.e., until the condition \( 100 < \text{MSPDF} < 230 \) is achieved.

Let \( t_c \) be a threshold increment/decrement factor, the numerical value by which \( T \) should be incremented or decremented. In the above occasion, we took the value of \( t_c \) as 10. The equation can be written as

\[
T_{1} = T \pm t_c
\]  

(1)

If we choose \( t_c \) as a fixed value like 10, it may lead to infinite repetition of dynamic binary image selection as the Mouth Segment P. This is because MSPDF does not converge to 100<\text{MSPDF}<230 for higher values of \( t_c \). To resolve this issue dynamic threshold analysis phase changes the value of \( t_c \) as \( t_c = t_c/2 \) (\( t_c \) is always a natural number). The threshold increment/decrement factor \( t_c \) is updated only after every 10 iteration of the dynamic binary image selection described above. The decrease in value of \( t_c \) helps the threshold value to converge to a better option of \( T \) for which 100<\text{MSPDF}<230. The binary image obtained with MSPDF value between 100 and 230 is used as output of dynamic threshold analysis module, which is further sent for blob detection. We choose MSPDF boundaries lower bound as 100 and upper bound as 230 based on visual observations experienced in clarity of mouth image segment.

3) **Blob Eradicator Phase**

The obtained binary image may have small unwanted black blobs surrounding the lip. This may be because of non uniform lighting in face image or mustache or beard. To extract the mouth features more accurately, the unwanted blobs needs to be removed. Blob Eradicator use OpenCV blob detection functions to filter all the blobs having blob length less than a count of 12 pixels. After the blobs are removed, the mouth segment image is sent to mouth scanner module.
4) Mouth Feature Scanner and Classifier
The mouth feature scanner module scans the mouth image pixel by pixel along the row pixels. The starting point of scanning is always the middle topmost pixel of mouth segment. Mouth feature scanner divides the mouth segment image into two parts cutting it along the middle pixel column (vertically). Left scanning involves scanning the left portion of the mouth segment to determine left lip tip point A coordinates. Right scanning involves scanning right portion of the mouth segment to determine right lip tip point C coordinates. The top most first detected black pixel becomes the lip top point B. The points A, B, C in the extracted binary lip image forms a lip triangle ABC shown in Figure 6. The altitude of the triangle ABC gives lip height and the length of side AC gives lip length.

![Figure 6. Mouth Triangle.](image)

5) Facial Expression Classification using K-Nearest Neighbour Algorithm
The knn (k-nearest neighbor) algorithm is a method for classifying objects based on closest training examples in the feature space. In k-NN, an object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common amongst its k nearest neighbors. The feature space used in this classification is a two dimensional feature space.

The following assumptions have been made: 1) Constant lighting and illumination; 2) Front Face image; 3) No scaling variations for testing of facial expression recognition.

C. Health Progress Representation
The mirror assists the user in leading a healthier life by advising on health parameters such as weight, height, BMI and BMR. The weighing platform measures the weight of the user when he/she starts using it.

There exist several methods to measure the human height, which includes using IR (Infrared) sensor, Ultrasonic sensor and camera. The human height is used as a biometric identity for identifying home residents [38]. Height is typically a weak biometric, but it is well suited for identifying among a few residents in the home, and can potentially be improved by using the history of height measurements. The system has been tested with 20 subjects in 3 homes and that height sensors could potentially achieve at least 95% identification accuracy. A similar work is described by Hsin-Chun Tsai [39], which combines both height measurement and face recognition to identify the person in long distances. The human height identification is used in surveillance application [40] to spot persons coming from the dark area.

We used camera captured image and image processing technique to measure the human height. The steps involved in height detection module (shown in Figure 7) are described as follows.

1) Background frame initialization: The image is preprocessed to improve the contrast and remove noise pixels. After preprocessing, a background frame needs to be initialized. There are many ways to obtain the initial background image. For example, take the first frame as the background directly, or the average pixel brightness of the first few frames as the background or using a background image sequences without the prospect of moving objects to estimate the background model parameters.

2) Background Segmentation and thresholding: The current frame denoted as F (shown in Figure 9b) is subtracted from the background image denoted as B (shown in Figure 9a) and if the difference is greater than the threshold value th, then the pixel belongs to foreground otherwise it belongs to background. Mathematically, it can be written in equation as follows:

\[
P(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
255 & \text{if } F(x, y) - B(x, y) > th \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (2)

Figure 7. Height Identification

![Figure 8. Height Measurement](image)
3) **Blob Detection and Analysis:** The Morphological operations such as filtering the holes, filling up of holes, dilation, erosion and removal of smaller blobs are carried out to detect the foreground object. Obtain the height of the blob using connected component labeling and region properties. It gives the height of the human in terms of pixel. The obtained height is converted to actual units. The distance between the camera and human is too short to cover the entire human in an image. The height between the weighing platform and the camera coverage area (h1) is added with the obtained height output (h2) to determine the user’s height h (h= h1 + h2 as shown in Figure 8).

From the measured weight and height values, parameters such as BMI and BMR were calculated. These parameters were measured and recorded regularly in a health database. BMI is a factor that determines a person’s weight according to his height and BMR is the measure of number of calories burned by the body when the user is at rest. This helps in determining how much calories he/she needs to intake in order to maintain an energy balance and balanced diet condition. The measured BMI value is analyzed for the conditions such as normal, overweight, underweight and obesity. Drastic weight change over a short time is the main symptom of identifying certain major diseases in human body. Therefore, the measured values are saved in a health database and its progress over a period of time is reported and displayed to the user in the form of 3D graph.

D. **Garment Identification and Suggestion**

The textile industries and fashion garments started adopting RFID technology for tagging the garments and other clothes for rapid identification of items throughout its life cycle. Each tag has a unique ID number associated with the garments model name and description, including size, color and fabric, price, material, etc. As the user comes near the mirror wearing a tagged garment/cloth, the system identified it and captures the ID number. The application updates the garment database and the description of that particular garment is retrieved from the database and displayed in the mirror. The user is given feedback on how often he/she is using the particular garment.

The mirror detects the user skin color and attempts to suggest suitable colors for garments. It also tries to suggest according to the occasions such as party, outing, traditional program, competitions, etc.

To suggest a suitable garment color, the skin color of the user needs to be detected and categorized. Skin pixel detection and segmentation is employed in many tasks related to the detection and tracking of humans and human-body parts. The goal of skin pixel detection is to locate the pixels belongs to the skin and discard other pixels in an image.

The simplest way to decide whether a pixel belongs to skin color [41] or not is to explicitly define a boundary based on color channels. Brand and Mason [42] constructed a simple one dimensional skin classifier: a pixel is labeled as a skin if the ratio between its R and G and the range of B value is 21 to 254. Since R value is always greater than G and B, the second rule and third rule are always positive values. Tomaz et al. [44] described that if R-value is too high, and the G and B values are too low, it will result in a pixel more close to red, and should not be considered as skin pixel. In other cases when R < 100 and G < 100 and B < 100, it will result to dark color that may be non-skin pixel, and when

\[
\begin{align*}
R &> 95 \text{ and } G > 40 \text{ and } B > 20 \\
\text{Max} \left( R, G, B \right) &- \text{Min} \left( R, G, B \right) > 15 \\
\left| R - G \right| &> 15 \\
R &> G \text{ and } R > B \\
\end{align*}
\]

This rule can be interpreted as the range of R value is from 96 to 255, the range of G value is from 41 to 239, and the range of B value is 21 to 254. Since R value is always greater than G and B, the second rule and third rule are always positive values. Tomaz et al. [44] described that if R-value is too high, and the G and B values are too low, it will result in a pixel more close to red, and should not be considered as skin pixel. In other cases when R < 100 and G < 100 and B < 100, it will result to dark color that may be non-skin pixel, and when
G > 150 and B < 90 or R + G > 400, it will result in yellow like color. Swift’s rule [45] is simpler as compared to Kovac’s rule and can be described as follows. Pixel is not skin color pixel if:

\[ B > R, G < B, G > R, B < 1/4R \text{ or } B > 200 \]

The range of R-value is from 4 to 255, the range of B-value is from 1 to 200, and the range of G-value is from 1 to 255. This rule is unable to detect some dark skin color and yellow like color, which is detected as skin color. Finally, a very simple rule was introduced by Saleh [46], which considers only the value of R and G. This rule defines that a pixel is skin pixel when R – G is greater than 20 and less than 80. This rule does not consider a present of B-value that contributed to the whitish color. This rule is also unable to detect dark skin color or skin cover under shadow, and yellow like color and redder color problems, which is detected as skin pixel. We used HSV color space for detecting skin pixels. The steps involved in skin detection module are shown in Figure 10. The face image from the face detection module was converted to HSV color space and the following rule was applied for identifying skin color pixels.

\[
P(x, y) = 0 \quad \text{if} \quad H < 20, S > 48, V > 80 \quad (4) \\
P(x, y) = 255 \quad \text{otherwise} \quad (5)
\]

The image was then converted to binary image with skin color pixels as black and other pixels as white according to the above rule. Based on segmentation, the average pixel value of the skin color is calculated and classified into three categories dark, medium, and bright. Based on the category, a suitable garment color is suggested for the user. For example, light color garments can be suggested for dark skin complexion, dark color garments for light skin complexion and both light and dark colors for medium complexion. It can also suggest a suitable garment according to the events like marriage function, birthday party, family outing, pilgrim functions, etc. based on the parameters such as price, usage factor, material, and type. The information about the events and occasions are acquired from the event reminder database.

E. Other Features

The mirror observes how long a user is using it. The weighing platform senses the user presence and absence and calculates the mirror usage time. It can intimate the user if they are getting late for an office, school, or meetings, etc. It also acts as a reminder device, which reminds the user on important things such as Bill payments, prioritized works, birthdays, etc. The user needs to set details such as what to remind, when to remind, repeat reminder, etc. with the help of a GUI shown in Figure 11.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The prototype has been deployed in our ubiquitous computing laboratory (shown in Figure 12).

A. Face Recognition Algorithm Test Results:

We created our face database with 42 images of 9 different subjects. The images were collected in a semi-controlled environment. To maintain a degree of consistency throughout the database, the same physical setup was used in capturing the images. We maintained constant lighting and the distance between the mirror and weighing platform were kept constant to avoid major scaling variations. The images were collected on different days and at different time. In order to collect front face images, the user were asked to look straight at the mirror and there were no other instructions or restrictions given to the user. Therefore, the images were not exactly frontal face but little variation exists. This created a real practical testing environment.

The face recognition module was trained with 45 images of 9 different subjects. We created a test set of 24 face images with both known and unknown subjects. For distance measure, we explored both euclidean and mahalanobis distance method. The Euclidean Distance is the most widely used distance metric.
The euclidean distance between two points is given as:

\[ d(x, y) = \sqrt{(x_2 - x_1)^2 + (y_2 - y_1)^2} \]

(6)

The Mahalanobis Distance is a better distance measure when it comes to pattern recognition problems. It takes into account the covariance between the variables and hence removes the problems related to scale and correlation that are inherent with the Euclidean Distance. It is given as:

\[ d(x, y) = \sqrt{(x - y)^T S^{-1} (x - y)} \]

(7)

Therefore, we adopted Mahalanobis distance method for recognition. The distance measure will give the least distance match or score of the test image out of the training images. When an unknown face image comes up for recognition task, it will still say the test image is recognized as the training image with the lowest score. It is for this purpose that we decided the threshold \( t_1 \). Also, to classify non face images with face images, another threshold \( t_2 \) for the distance measure was evolved. These threshold values \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) were evolved experimentally and heuristically.

To choose the threshold we chose a set of random images (both face and non-face); we then calculated the distance measure for images of subjects in the database and also for this random set and set the threshold \( t_2 \) accordingly. Threshold \( t_2 \) decides whether the test image is a face or non face image. If the test image is a face image, then it should fall near some face class in the face space. Again, threshold \( t_1 \) decides whether it is a known or unknown face image. When the training set changes, then these threshold values need to be calculated again.

There are four possible combinations on where an input image can lie:

1. Near a face class and near the face space: The test image is a facial image of a known subject.
2. Near face space but away from face class: The test image is a facial image of an unknown subject.
3. Distant from face space and near face class: The test image is a non face image but still resembles like the one in dataset (False Positive).
4. Distant from both the face space and face class: The test image is not a face image.

The algorithm was tested with 24 images of known and unknown faces and the above said criteria were used for recognition. The results obtained are tabulated in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No of Test Images</th>
<th>Successfully Recognized</th>
<th>Success Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The images that produced false results were not frontal face images. Those images were pose varied, tilted and with expressions. Overall, the performance of the face recognition module has found to be reasonable to work with front face images.

Not all the eigenfaces play important role in recognition task. Few eigenfaces may increase the error rate in recognition. The associated eigenvalues allow us to rank the eigenvectors according to their usefulness in characterizing the variation among the images. Therefore, eigenfaces having low eigenvalues can be discarded.

For the Eigenface method (PCA), it has been suggested that by discarding the three most significant principal components, variations due to lighting can be reduced [47]. In [48], experimental results show that the Eigenface method performs better under variable lighting conditions after removing the first three principal components. However, the first several components not only correspond to illumination variations, but also some useful information for discrimination. Besides, since the Eigenface method is highly dependent on the training samples, there is no guarantee that the first three principal components are mainly related to illumination variations and it is evident that discarding first several principal components cannot improve the performance significantly.

The face recognition can be integrated with height measurement to improve the recognition accuracy.

B. Emotion Recognition Algorithm Test Results:

We used 2 face databases for testing our application. The databases used are 1) Yale database and 2) CDAC (Centre for Development of Advanced Computing) Face Database. We used Yale facial expression database images of 15 subjects for training and testing our facial expression recognition algorithm. Yale database images of 10 subjects (Lip length and half of ‘mouth opening height’ values) are used for training the K-NN classifier. Figure 13 is the knn-classifier feature space plotted after completion of training for Yale Database. We used openCV library functions for training the classifier. To visualize the two dimensional estimated feature space points for KNN (k=6) with Lip length and Lip Height at X-axis and Y-axis, respectively, we used four colors to denote four expressions in the feature space. The red, green, blue and black color represents normal, happy, surprise and sad expression respectively in feature space. The test results of the algorithm with the Yale database images are listed in Table II. The best accuracy level was obtained for the k value of 6.
The Emotion recognition algorithm had been tested with CDAC database images in the deployment environment. The algorithm was trained with the mouth features like mouth width and mouth height. The results are presented in Table III. The algorithm was capable enough to recognize the happy expression when compared to other expressions.

Figure 14 describes knn-classifier feature space plotted after completion of training CDAC Database. On K-NN training phase completion, the estimated feature space points are plotted with Lip length and Lip Height at X-axis and Y-axis, respectively. The feature space used is a two dimensional feature space. The k value was selected as 6 for k-NN classifier as it is found to be more accurate when tested with CDAC database images. The training was performed to classify four expressions happy, sad, normal and surprise. Our database consists of 400 images of 5 different subjects. For each expression, there are 20 images per subject. For each expression, 5 images per subject were used for training and 15 images per subject were used for testing. The restricted lab environment with fixed illumination and fixed distance from camera was used for testing.

Table III. Emotion Recognition Algorithm Accuracy (CDAC Database)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K</th>
<th>Happy</th>
<th>Surprise</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Sad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>90.67%</td>
<td>52.00%</td>
<td>42.67%</td>
<td>50.66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following are some of the issues faced in mouth feature extraction:

1) Segmentation Problem:
When segmenting the mouth region, in certain images a small portion of the nose is also included. The nose part is identified as the mouth top point B by the mouth feature scanner algorithm as shown in Figure 15. This reduces the algorithm accuracy.

Figure 15. Mouth Feature Extraction – Segmentation Problem

Our facial expression database images for the expressions happy, surprise and sad are shown in Figures 16, 17, and 18, respectively. Our approach uses extraction of lip length and lip height features and using K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm for classification as described in the above sections. We are planning to enhance the classification accuracy using facial action coding units.

Figure 16. Happy Expression Database Images.
Figure 17. Surprise Expression Database Images.
2) **Non-uniform lighting problem:**
The mouth portion is not segmented properly during thresholding process, because of non-uniform lighting in the face region. Only $\frac{3}{4}$ length of the original mouth is visible in binary image and the corners are not visible shown in Figure 19. This results in inaccurate feature point extraction.

C. **Weight Measurement Accuracy**

The four digital load sensors each capable of measuring maximum 50 lb are used to build a weighing platform. The weight measurement accuracy depends on the load sensor accuracy.

![Weight vs Error Percentage](image)

Weight vs Error Percentage

We tested the load sensor accuracy with standard weights. The percentage error for various loads on a 50 lb load sensor is shown in Figure 20. It is concluded that the error rate is less when it is loaded with maximum capacity. Also, it was found that the error rate is found to be high for the weights equal to or less than 1 kg. That is not considered as the major problem, since the weight of the user who will use the system might be of more than 1 kg.

D. **Others**

The RFID tag performance on different dress materials and human body needs to be analyzed. The proper placement of tags and antenna has to be tested for better read performance. The performance of garment integrated RFID antennas are studied and detailed in [49]. The results show that embroidery technique can be used to fabricate RFID tag and wireless sensor antennas, which are intended to be used in clothing very near the human body.

The rest of the features like mirror usage time and event reminder were found to be useful. The proper placement of RFID antenna and tags in garments need to be evolved to achieve better read performance.

E. **User Evaluation**

The use case scenario is as follows: When a person enters the dressing room, he/she stands in front of the mirror. The weighing platform detects the user’s presence and triggers camera ON to capture the image. The initial step is to recognize the user using face recognition technique with the help of the captured image. The health parameters are measured and saved in the database. The progress of health parameters are analyzed and displayed in the form of 3D graph. The weight is displayed using java speedometer component with a needle moves over a weight scale. The garment details are then identified and its descriptions are shown on the screen and followed by suggestion on suitable garments. This information is also provided in audio output using MBROLA TTS (Text To Speech) engine.

The system is deployed in our UBICOMP (UBiquitous COMPuting) laboratory for testing. The users of age group 24 to 32 used the mirror for a period of say 10 or 12 days and gave feedback. The feedback rating is plotted in Figure 21. The rating is done considering the comfort/convenience level achieved in each service. The rating 5 represents that the user is more comfortable and 1 represents that the user is not at all comfortable.

Few suggestions from the user are as follows:

1) **In addition to recognizing the emotions, they want the mirror to entertain them in case they are not in good mood.**

2) **Want more interactions like voice output other than displaying information.**
3) Feeling little discomfort in asking them to particularly stand on the weighing platform. 
4) Can this system be adoptable for more than one users using the mirror at the same time? 
5) Color lighting environment can be created as per the user’s preference.

The user’s feedback and suggestions were collected and improvements are being done.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper demonstrated a smart artifact for assisting smart home users in their daily activities. It incorporates intelligence into a normal mirror by embedding image processing and RFID technologies. The mirror recognizes the user using face recognition technique and offers personalized services. These services include recognizing emotions, identifying garments, reminding important events, and monitor the progress of health parameters. It functions in two different modes of operation: In normal mode, it acts like a traditional mirror and in interactive mode it acts as an intelligent device that recognizes information and provides personalized services. The prototype has been developed and deployed in ubiquitous computing laboratory and kept for user evaluation. The image processing algorithms were tested in the deployed environment and the results were discussed in detail. The primary user feedbacks were mostly positive and the system is found to be highly satisfied and useful. Our future work includes improvement of image processing algorithms in terms of accuracy, automate the training process of face recognition algorithm, enrich the features using machine learning techniques, introduce additional technologies such as speech recognition, and enable touchscreen facility for user interaction. Empirical evaluation of users feedback in the laboratory environment is given in this paper. More exhaustive evaluation of users experience in real-life environments could be carried out as further scope of work. The features of the mirror can be enhanced for deploying in other environments such as Beauty Parlors, Textile shops, and Hotels. However, security and privacy requirements need to be adequately addressed.
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